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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
40 CFR Part 261
[FRL 4150-5]
Hazardous Waste Management System; General; Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste;
Used Oil
AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency.
ACTION: Final rule; correction.

SUMMARY: EPA is correcting errors in the hazardous waste regulations that appeared in the
Federal Register on May 20, 1992 (57 FR 21524). In that Federal Register, EPA issued a final
listing determination for used oil that is disposed and promulgated an exclusion from the definition
of hazardous waste for certain used oil filters that have been drained. Today's notice corrects two
typographical errors in that final rule, one in the preamble discussion and one in the regulatory
language at 40 CFR 261.4(b)(15).
EFFECTIVE DATE: July 1, 1992.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: RCRA/Superfound Hotline at 800 424-9346
(toll-free) or (703) 920-9810 in the Washington, DC metropolitan area. For information on
specific aspects of the used oil rulemaking, contact Ms. Rajani D. Joglekar (202) 260-3516, U.S.
EPA, 401 M Street SW., Washington, DC 20460.
> > > > Preamble has not been included in this file. < < < <
PART 261-IDENTIFICATION AND LISTING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE
1. The authority citation for part 261 continues to read as follows:
Authority: 42 U.S.C. 6905, 6912(a), 6921 through 6927,) 6930, 6934, 6935, 6937, 6938,
and 6939.
2. On page 21533 of the May 20, 1992 final rule, there is a typographical error in the first
paragraph of the section entitled B. Effect on State Authorizations in the middle column. The
reference to 40 CFR 261.4(b)(13) should read 40 CFR 261.4(b)(15).

3. Section 261.4, paragraph (b)(15), is revised to read as follows:
§ 261.4 Exclusions.
*

*

*

*

*

(b) * * *
(15) Non-terne plated used oil filters that are not mixed with wastes listed in Subpart D of
this part if these oil filters have been gravity hot-drained using one of the following methods:
(i) Puncturing the filter anti-drain back valve or the filter dome end and hot-draining;
(ii) Hot-draining and crushing;
(iii) Dismantling and hot-draining; or
(iv) Any other equivalent hot-draining method that will remove used oil.
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